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Strategic Business Partner Aligning People
Strategies With Business Goals
Defining business alignment as the process of “ensuring that a new project, program, or
process is connected directly to business impact measures, usually expressed in terms such
as output, quality, cost, or time,” 10 Steps to Successful Business Alignment offers concrete,
detailed input, suggestions and now-how on how to plan for, implement, create, and maintain
effective alignment for projects of nearly every size and scope. This book covers the full
spectrum of issues related to alignment, including planning the alignment with clients;
determining payoff, business, performance, and preference needs; addressing high-level
objectives; measuring impact; reporting the results of the alignment; and more. Some of the
topics on which this volume drills down into useful detail include: ? How and when to discuss
alignment with clients ? Which projects are (and which projects aren't) appropriate for applying
alignment ? A detailed, highly objective review of how to measure the impact of alignment ?
The most effective ways to report and communicate your results Truly a comprehensive
resource on alignment, 10 Steps to Successful Business Alignment delivers practical insight on
every step of the process
With HR professionals increasingly expected to be “business partners”, are you prepared with
the skills and tools to make a positive difference to your organization? As the recognised
definitive guide to the topic, HR: The Business Partner, second edition, offers practical insights
to take you through the challenging process of business partnering, including: • No-nonsense
description of what business partnering entails, with case studies to illustrate real-life practice •
Detailed coverage of the common challenges and advice on how to overcome them •
Guidance on how to develop the skills and confidence required to work effectively Covering the
transition from working operationally to working strategically and the tools, techniques and skill
sets needed for partnering, this inexpensive guide will help to both add real value to your
business and to develop your career in business partnering. If you are aspiring to or about to
embark on a business partner role, this book will provide you with ideas and inspiration for the
position.
So You Want a Seat at the Table is a practical, realistic guide to help HR business partners
think and act strategically. Readers will observe and learn the steps Mary Alice, a new VP of
HR takes to build her relationship with her leadership team and gain access to her many useful
tools and strategies.
As an L&D professional, you know not to take a client request at face value. But can you steer
misguided initiatives in the right direction, arriving at a solution that works for your customers
and your company? Partner for Performance is the key to aligning your learning and
development role with your organization's greatest needs. Performance improvement
specialists Ingrid Guerra-López and Karen Hicks offer a framework for fast-tracking your
growth as an ally to managers and a consultant to business leaders. Their structured, yet
versatile method is a fit for any organization, and you can use it throughout the learningsolution process. Form lasting partnerships with stakeholders. Generate, share, and use
performance data that support decision making and action. And help your organization avoid
failed training initiatives that waste effort, time, and money, while brewing employee
disengagement. Change the L&D status quo and build credibility for your department --Partner
for Performance will show you how.
Rapidly growing technology and globalization have put tremendous pressure on management
teams. Technological developments with far reaching implications on social, economic,
political, and environmental ecosystems cannot be underemphasized. Currently, organizations
are trying to be more inclusive and aware of diversity, rapid technology growth, and
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globalization along with remotely operating businesses for profit motivation. The delegative and
individual employee-based management styles of the past have become obsolete. With
globalization, virtual offices, and rapid technology growth, management challenges have
become an expensive force to reckon with. In this book, the authors address the recent trends
in management in global environments. The authors explore issues such as managing virtual
teams, gender and management, e-commerce, biased financing, quantum computing, and
disruption in the financial services industry. The book will serve as a valuable resource to
researchers interested in the future management challenges facing global organizations.
Analyzes key critical HR variables and defines previously undiscovered issues in the HR field.

You'll note our reference to Human Resources and the term HR. We are viewing this
area in its broadest sense, inclusive of the HR, Learning, and OD disciplines practiced
today. Essentially, this book is written for people who work in the people side of any
organization - for profit, not-for-profit, and public. This book is written from the
perspective of someone who works within an organization, whether that organization is
small or large. However, most of the techniques and practices are relevant to those
individuals who work externally in a consultative role.
Use this practical guide to implement HR processes that benefit both employees and
the business as a whole and develop essential skills for HR professionals.
Do you think of your company's talent as an investment to be managed like a portfolio?
You should, according to authors Becker, Huselid, and Beatty, if you're interested in
strategy execution. Many companies fall into the trap of spending too much time and
money on low performers, while high performers aren't getting the necessary
resources, development opportunities, or rewards. In The Differentiated Workforce, the
authors expand on their previous books, The HR Scorecard and The Workforce
Scorecard, and recommend that you manage your workforce like a portfolio - with
disproportionate investments in the jobs that create the most wealth. You'll learn to:
Rise above talent management "best practice" and instead create a differentiated
workforce that can't be easily copied by competitors Differentiate those capabilities in
your company that are truly strategic Identify your wealth-creating "A" positions Create
a new relationship between HR and line managers, and articulate the role each plays in
a differentiated workforce strategy Develop the right measures for your organization
Based on two decades of academic research and experience working with hundreds of
executives, The Differentiated Workforce gives you the tools to translate your talent into
strategic impact.
Leading organizations worldwide are evolving from the idea of employee engagement
to that of organizational alignment. More important in today’s virtual work environment,
The Art of Alignment provides a roadmap to creating alignment to your mission and
vision to distributed teams. Readers will discover the answers to: How bought in to the
mission and vision are your employees? Are leaders across your organization aligned?
How are your KPIs integrated into the organizational alignment? The Art of Alignment
takes a data-driven approach to organizational alignment. When executives add
PURPOSE to engagement, coupled with measurement, your organization will
experience market-leading performance. By following the 9-Pillars approach to
leadership, your organization can increase key metrics by as much as 28% with each
percentage point improvement in alignment. The approach to organizational alignment
is organized into four parts; how it can be measured, practiced and analyzed: Part 1 –
Alignment is the Responsibility of Leadership Part 2 – The Nine Pillars of Alignment
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Part 3 – The Data-Driven Leadership Playbook Part 4 – The Scientific Leader - Where
Data Science Meets Leadership Decisions By adopting a scientific approach to your
leadership style, leaders are able to visualize how to improve employee engagement
and performance.
The traditional training process confuses training activity with performance
improvement by focusing on employees' learning needs, rather than on their
performance needs. Traditional programs focus on developing excellent learning
experiences, while failing to ensure that the newly acquired skills are transferred to the
job. Thus, to be effective, training professionals must become ""performance
consultants, "" shifting their focus from training delivery to the performance of the
company and its individual contributors. Dana & Jim Robinson describe an approach
suitable for use in any organizational setting or industry and with any content area.
Dozens of useful tools, illustrative exercises, and a case study that threads through the
book show how the techniques described are applied in an organizational setting.
Praise for Never By Chance "Joe Calloway, Chuck Feltz, and Kris Young have joined
forces to write the book that senior management at companies large and small have
been waiting for. Highly readable, loaded with innovative ideas and filled with seminal
insights from both a consulting and CEO perspective, Never by Chance lays out a plan
for aligning people and strategy to dramatically improve market share and ROI. If you're
going to read one business book this year, this is it!" —Kevin J. Clancy, PhD, Chairman,
Copernicus Marketing Consulting "Never by Chance is a real-world, pragmatic guide to
authentic alignment, vision, and strategy. If you want to create enduring value for your
customers that drives shareholder value, then read this book. A great read that lays out
a foundational approach to aligning people, resources, and strategy." —Kevin Cashman,
Senior Partner, Korn/Ferry Leadership & Talent Consulting; bestselling author of
Leadership from the Inside Out "Calloway, Feltz, and Young offer a fresh perspective
on what it takes to drive business strategy to its successful conclusion. This is a
compelling contribution to the literature on the application of strategy and the
importance of those things that really matter. It's a must-read for all those who labor in
the vineyards of corporate America and those who aspire to it." —Benjamin Ola.
Akande, PhD, Dean, School of Business and Technology, Webster University
"Everyone ends up somewhere, but few end up somewhere on purpose. Doing things
on purpose and for a purpose are critical to business success. Never by Chance makes
a compelling case for intentional leadership in bringing all of a company's resources to
bear on delivering the stakeholder value your organization exists to provide." —Steve
Tourek, SVP and General Counsel, Marvin Windows and Doors
In order to achieve sustainable competitive advantage, businesses need to unlock the skills,
talent and capabilities of their people, both individually and collectively. While many business
and leaders recognise this, they have until now lacked a strategic approach to achieving it.
Competitive People Strategy is a comprehensive roadmap showing how businesses can
connect their human potential to their bottom line, and provides step-by-step guidance on how
to create, test and measure a differentiated people strategy. Featuring tips and checklists
throughout, it explores the core building blocks of leadership and organizational culture, as well
as employee experience and engagement. It also examines the roles of effective talent
attraction and management, and how to lead change and transformation. Central to the book is
the importance of moving HR from a support function to becoming a creator of value and driver
of business success. Drawing upon insights from organizations including Royal Mail and
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Starbucks, as well as interviews with senior HR leaders, Competitive People Strategy is an
essential guide to developing a people strategy which creates a purpose-driven culture,
provides greater value to customers and achieves superior business results.
In 1995 the first edition of Performance Consulting introduced a concept which has since
become a cornerstone of the human resource, learning and organizational development fields:
training and HR solutions do not take place in a vacuum but must be tied to an organization's
business goals. Performance consulting is a process in which a client and consultant partner to
achieve business goals by optimizing workgroup performance. In this updated edition, Dana
and Jim Robinson draw on what they've learned since the first edition was published twelve
years ago, providing both a robust conceptual framework and improved tools and techniques
to help the reader move from the traditional role to that of a Performance Consultant. They
show readers how to form partnerships with management, help to identify performance
required to ensure that business goals are achieved and assist management in taking actions
needed for performance to change. They also illustrate the “how-to’s” for assisting
management to identify the performance required to achieve business goals; and determining
the degree to which the work environment supports and encourages the performance required.
Effective HR and learning consultants master both the “science” (the analytical and
assessment techniques) and the “art” (the consultative and partnering practices) of
performance consulting. For the science of performance consulting, dozens of analytic tools,
templates and assessment techniques are provided in the book. Regarding the art, the
Robinsons describe the concepts and practices of ACT—building Access, Credibility and
Trust—with business managers. In addition, two brand new chapters are dedicated to the skills
of reframing requests for solutions into discussion of business goals and performance
requirements; and Initiating business goals discussions with business managers and
identifying strategic opportunities to partner with those managers in a proactive manner.
Performance Consulting Toolkit - The second edition of Performance Consulting references
graphic and adaptable tools that can be downloaded to support the performance consulting
work the Robinsons describe. These tools are available to purchase and download from this
product page. See the Table of Contents link for the full listing of the tools. Some tools (in
Adobe PDF) can be printed and shared; others (in Microsoft Word) can be adapted to your
specific needs and application requirements.
Named as BusinessWeek's #1 Management Educator, expert Dave Ulrich and his team of
authors bring human resources a whole new way of thinking and practicing—moving the focus
from internal issues to actively helping to set business strategies. Businesses of the future
need "all hands on deck" when implementing new ways to stimulate grown and cost efficiency,
and this includes human resources. In HR Transformation, the team presents a four-phase
model of transformation that shows you step-by-step how to make meaningful progress in
contributing to the performance of your company by redesigning HR to work as a strategic
partnership. From the “#1 Management Educator & Guru”-BusinessWeek “The authors have
presented us with an accessible, readable, and practical illustration of a clear path for
successful strategy execution in a complex environment.” -Majed Al Romaithi, Executive
Director, Abu Dhabi Investment Authority “HR can only transform organizations if it transforms
HR. This book shows us how. HR Transformation would have been important in the past-it is
critical now! We are entering a new world. HR Transformation can help our organizations thrive
in the midst of uncertainty.” -Marshall Goldsmith, author of the Wall Street Journal bestsellers
What Got You Here Won't Get You There and Succession: Are You Ready? “Ulrich and his
colleagues talk tough and provide a detailed blueprint for how those of us in the field can use
our own tools to do a “720-degree” evaluation of ourselves. We cannot contribute to the
success of our organizations until we upgrade ourselves.” -Linda A. Hill, Wallace Brett
Donham Professor of Business Administration, Harvard Business School “Based on
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groundbreaking research with hundreds of companies and thousands of executives, HR
Transformation provides compelling theory and practical tools to create alignment between
strategy, systems, and people. This important book should be read carefully by leadership
teams everywhere.” -Mark Huselid, Professor of HR Strategy, Rutgers University, Co-author of
The HR Scorecard, The Workforce Scorecard, and The Differentiated Workforce Turn to the
front matter for more than thirty rousing endorsements of HR Transformation. INCLUDES
CASE STUDIES FROM Intel, Pfizer, Takeda, Flextronics
This practical book sets out how HR can become a true business partner. It will require a
rethinking of HR’s contribution to the organization in the future. All the key topics are covered
in this work from a specific HR strategic model, reshaping of HR to align itself better with the
business, and a number of new tools and techniques to aid in creating real financial value to
the organization. Many HR personnel have already jumped onto the title of calling themselves
a business partner, but what this involves is a very different and complex skill set as well as a
new process approach to creating added value. Being a business partner is a very different
and exciting approach to creating measurable value, specifically from HR activities and
interventions.
Having the skills is not enough - applying them in the chaotic and frantic world of work while
still delivering the transactional duties of HR is the real challenge. This toolkit helps you to first
identify those skills gaps and develop your team's capability and then to apply those skills to
become genuine business partners.
NEW EDITION, REVISED AND UPDATED In America, organizations spend $175 billion in
training initiatives and more than $500 billion in human resource solutions every year yet often
have little to show for it. One reason is that people “jump to solutions” before they identify the
causes of the problem. Performance consultants are effective because they partner with clients
to clarify business goals and determine root causes for gaps between desired and current
results. Only then are specific solutions agreed upon and implemented. This third edition of the
classic book that introduced performance consulting adds a wealth of new material. There are
new case examples throughout and four new chapters providing detailed steps for measuring
results from performance consulting initiatives on five different levels, including ROI. The book
includes a never-before-published Alignment and Measurement Model, allowing you to
connect organizational needs and performance consulting initiatives designed to address those
needs with the appropriate level of measurement. This remains a profoundly practical book,
featuring tools, models, and checklists. It will enable you to make a difference in your
organization that is valued, measurable, and sustainable.

Align your L&D strategy to the overall business strategy to benefit employees and the
organization as a whole
Originally published in 2015 as: Repurposing HR: from a cost center to a business
accelerator.
Leaders as Learners, Learners as Leaders Drawing upon firsthand experiences and
insights from senior practitioners, Leading the Learning Function: Tools and
Techniques for Organizational Impact offers best practices, tools, techniques, and
processes that successful business leaders use to develop, build, and implement their
personal leadership skill sets. The ATD Forum—a consortium for senior talent and
learning practitioners to connect, collaborate, and share knowledge, best practices, and
company experiences—sought to extend those accruing benefits more broadly in the
profession to current and aspiring learning leaders and talent practitioners. In this book,
Forum managers and book editors MJ Hall and Laleh Patel and Forum members set
out to document the work learning leaders do to help themselves and others build
organizational capabilities and successful results. In 26 chapters, Forum
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contributors—leaders in their respective organizations—offer insights and lessons about
setting direction, managing processes, leading and developing people, making an
impact, collaborating with stakeholders, using technology for learning, and innovating.
Growing leadership skills is a lifelong journey; gaining a portfolio of techniques others
have used successfully to solve similar business challenges can provide an edge in
your role as a business advisor. Leading the Learning Function is just that portfolio.
It is my pleasure to write the preface for Information Processing and Management. This
book aims to bring together innovative results and new research trends in inf- mation
processing, computer science and management engineering. If an information
processing system is able to perform useful actions for an obj- tive in a given domain, it
is because the system knows something about that domain. The more knowledge it
has, the more useful it can be to its users. Without that kno- edge, the system itself is
useless. In the information systems field, there is conceptual modeling for the activity
that elicits and describes the general knowledge a particular information system needs
to know. The main objective of conceptual modeling is to obtain that description, which
is called a conceptual schema. Conceptual schemas are written in languages called
conceptual modeling languages. Conceptual modeling is an important part of requiments engineering, the first and most important phase in the development of an infmation system.
Three experts in Human Resources introduce a measurement system that convincingly
showcases how HR impacts business performance. Drawing from the authors' ongoing
study of nearly 3,000 firms, this book describes a seven-step process for embedding
HR systems within the firm's overall strategy--what the authors describe as an HR
Scorecard--and measuring its activities in terms that line managers and CEOs will find
compelling. Analyzing how each element of the HR system can be designed to
enhance firm performance and maximize the overall quality of human capital, this
important book heralds the emergence of HR as a strategic powerhouse in today's
organizations.
Named as BusinessWeek's #1 Management Educator, expert Dave Ulrich and his team
of authors bring human resources a whole new way of thinking and practicing moving
the focus from internal issues to actively helping to set business strategies. Businesses
of the future need all hands on deck when implementing new ways to stimulate grown
and cost efficiency, and this includes human resources.This team presents a fourphase model of transformation that shows you stepby-step how to make meaningful
progress in contributing to the performance of your company by redesigning HR to work
as a strategic partnership.

What difference can the aspiring HR strategist really make to business value? In
the new edition of her ground-breaking book, Linda Holbeche answers this
question and provides the tools and insights to help HR managers and directors
add value to the organization by implementing effective HR initiatives that are
aligned to core business strategies. Featuring updated profiles and case studies
from top HR strategists who have used their skills to deliver a variety of key
business objectives, Aligning Human Resources and Business Strategy, 2nd
edition provides inspiration and guidance on how to apply the theory to
challenges in your organization. Learn how you can strengthen and prove the
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relationship between people strategy and business success through your
approach to performance and development and impress at the highest levels with
this new edition of an HR classic. Linda Holbeche is Director of Research and
Policy at the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD). Linda
chairs and speaks at meetings and conferences worldwide and appeared at
number six in Human Resources magazine's HR most influential 2008 roll call of
top industry thinkers.
Indonesian organizations are facing ever increasing competitive pressure within
and between local companies but also from global competitors. Consequently, to
defend local markets and indeed exploit growth opportunities in other regions, the
management of human capital (the skills, competencies and mindsets of the
employeebase) has become a performance imperative for lndonesian
organizations. Managing Human Capital in Indonesia: Best Practices in Aligning
People with Strategic Goals explains how lndonesian organizations can migrate
the management of human capital from a tactical, personnel operation to a
strategic capability. In the first instance this requires a substantive overhaul of the
human resource function. Based on an analysis of Indonesian, Asian and global
best practices in HR management, this book explains how HR functions are
being reconfigured as Strategic HR functions. The book's step-by-step practical
guidelines shows how HR professionals can gain a firm understanding of the
strategic imperatives of the enterprise and use this knowledge to deploy effective
HR interventions. Central to such interventions is the providing of strategically
critical people goals, measures and targets within a corporate Balanced
Scorecard. From this, the HR organization should then build its own dedicated
HR scorecard that ensures that the work of all in the function is strategically
focused. Using the Balanced Scorecard as an overarching strategy management
framework. Managing Human Capital in Indonesia: Best Practices in Aligning
People with Strategic Goals helps the reader master those HR interventions that
are most critical to the success of the enterprise. The book describes how to
build and deploy a robust process for identifying, nurturing and retaining talent–a
urning platform for organizations across the globe–and how to implement best
practice competency, training and coaching frameworks. Providing both a
helicopter view of improving enterprise performance as well as coming on
developing that of the individual, the book shows how to ensure that people
capabilities are hardwired to strategic goals through the shaping of individual
Balanced Scorecards–from executive to front-line levels–that serve as the only
appraisal system and that drive the application of appropriate bonus systems.
The book also describes how lndonesian organizations can create a cadre of
leaders that are capable of leading global enterprises and explains how to build a
highperforming corporate culture. Reporting the findings of an exclusive survey of
the HR practices of Indonesia-based organizations that was commissioned to
support this book, Managing Human Capital in Indonesia: Best Practices in
Aligning People with Strategic Goals provides a clear roadmap for readers to
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follow in the creation of a high-performing HR organization: a function that is
seen as a strategic asset of the enterprise.
The journey of HR -- The state of the HR profession -- Credible activist -- Culture
& change steward -- Talent manager/organization designer -- Strategy architect -Operational executor -- Business ally -- Building an HR department -- Summary
and implications.
Effective talent management is about aligning the business's approach to talent
with the strategic aims and purpose of the organisation. The core rationale of any
talent strategy should be to have a direct positive impact on the organisation's
goals but in many cases this is not so. The ideas, principles and approaches
outlined here will enable the reader to understand the strategic nature of talent
and design a response that meets the needs of their own organisation. Case
studies are used to illustrate the concepts and proven methodologies guide the
day-to-day practice of the reader. The content will link the strategic intent of HR
with the practical actions it takes to make a positive impact on the business's
results. The author begins by examining the disconnected nature of talent
management in many organisations; how at times it has been a response to
trends and seen by many as a bolt on to HR and he proposes a different model,
one that links clearly the development of a talent strategy with the achievement of
a business strategy. Mark Wilcox summarises succinctly the case for a more
strategic approach to talent management, one directly linked to business
performance. He concludes that the time is now right for talent management, and
therefore many HR managers, to move from a functional support role to one with
a direct strategic impact on the business.
This book is for you if... You're new to the HRBP role, and want some ideas on
how to go about creating a high-performing organization. You need a quick
"HRBP 101" guide that focuses on the business partner aspects of the role. You
are looking for ways to align HR solutions with the strategy and priorities of the
business. You're looking for tools and templates to help you do stuff with your
internal customers. A business group that you support is under-performing, and
you want some ideas on how to change that. You want to talk to your internal
customers (i.e., the 'business') in ways that make them feel that you are their true
business partner. You've been asked to support a business group with creating
innovative business ideas, but need some guidance on how to do that. And...
You just want to be a more successful and effective HRBP.
Sixty-three stellar academics, consultants, and practitioners look at the future of
human resources The follow-up to the bestselling Tomorrow's HR Management
(978-0-471-19714-0), this book presents an international panel of expert
contributors who offer their views on the state of HR and what to expect in the
future. Topics covered include HR as a decision science, understanding and
managing people, creating and adapting organizational culture, the effects of
globalization, collaborative ventures, and investing in the next generation. Like its
bestselling predecessor before it, The Future of Human Resource Management
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offers the very best thinking on the future of HR from the most respected leaders
in the field.
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